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My View of Instructional Design 

It is well-known that the field of instructional design (ID) is ever-evolving. ID has gone 

by different names, such as instructional technology, instructional design, and educational 

technology (Reiser, 2018a; Reiser 2018b), and these different names carry different connotations 

and perceptions regarding identity and focus within the field (Reiser, 2018a). For this paper, it 

will be referred to as instructional design and technology (IDT). Defining the current field of 

IDT has been an iterative process dating back to the early 1900s. Historical foundations of IDT 

inform the current definition and include: 1) instructional media, such as visual/audio visual 

instruction, instructional radio/television, and computer-assisted instruction; process, such as 

systematic instructional design, instructional design models, formative/summative evaluation, 

and complexity/integration; and 3) theory and practice, such as performance improvement, 

behaviorism/cognitivism/constructivism, technological processes/resources, and ethical practice 

(Reiser 2018a; 2018b). While the current definitional components, such as improvement of 

learning and performance, use of instructional media and importance of message design, 

systematic instructional design procedures, instructional interventions and non-instructional 

solutions, and an increasing reliance on informal learning (Reiser 2018a), directly relate to my 

professional interests and lie in the field of human performance improvement discussed in the 

following section. 

Human Performance Improvement 

The human performance improvement (HPI) movement is a successor to human 

performance technology, a field of professional practice that emerged in the 1970s (Stolovitch, 

2018). As we know it today, HPI focuses on non-instructional solutions to performance 

problems, business results, and on-the-job performance (Reiser, 2018a). Other fields, such as 
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organizational development, human resource development, and organizational effectiveness, are 

also converging towards HPI due to a homogeneity of goals (Stolovitch, 2018). These connected 

fields work to broaden the scope of HPI, which also has a broad goal to achieve a worthy 

performance of “increasingly successful accomplishments that are valued by all organizational 

stakeholders” (Stolovitch, 2018, p. 122). This is the field I want to design for because I highly 

regard its mission, and it offers diverse career paths. 

Competencies 

HPI is an umbrella for many different vocational avenues and related professional 

organizations. Based on my background and interests, I feel very connected to the views of the 

International Society of Performance Improvement (ISPI). ISPI was founded in 1962 and uses 

evidence-based [human] performance improvement research and practices to effect sustainable, 

measurable results, and add value to stakeholders in the private, public, and social sectors” 

(International Society of Performance Improvement, 2016). ISPI offers a Certified Performance 

Technologist (CPT) certification comprised of four fundamental principles and six additional 

standards related to the systemic process that should be followed (International Society of 

Performance Improvement, 2016). All ten require competent practitioners to: 

1. Focus on Results or Outcomes 
2. Take a Systemic View 
3. Add Value 
4. Work in Partnership with Clients and Stakeholders 
5. Determine Need or Opportunity 
6. Determine Cause 
7. Design Solutions including Implementation and Evaluation 
8. Ensure Solutions’ Conformity and Feasibility 
9. Implement Solutions 
10. Evaluate Results and Impact 

      (International Society of Performance Improvement, 2013) 
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 Many CPT standards are relatable to my current vocation, although in a much broader 

context. For instance, I frequently help clients understand the steps needed to achieve a desired 

outcome, including possible misinterpretations and recognition of the domino effect. I also 

understand the importance of evaluating results and impact, but I do not have many opportunities 

to see campaigns through from beginning to completion (including evaluation). Additionally, for 

most of my work projects, the data regarding impact is not requested. Therefore, I need to work 

on gaining more experience in the evaluation of results and impact, which will be discussed in 

the professional development section. The next section focuses on my current skill set. 

Experience 

My professional goal is based on my foundational values, history, and current interests. I 

have a fairly long list of values, including open communication, organization, perspective-taking, 

helping others, and a constant strive for improvement. Many of these directly translate to my 

professional focus. For instance, I chose the field of human performance improvement based on 

my desire to help others consistently improve.  My previous experiences, specifically in the field 

of communications, have also been rooted in these values. 

 

Figure 1. This timeline shows areas of expertise gained from 2008 to 2017, along with a couple of areas that represent 
goals for 2018. Copyright 2018 by Synthia Clark. 
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Looking back on my areas of expertise (as seen in Figure 1), I realized one common 

theme: I excel at translating messages. Dewey, Vygotsky, Shannon, and Weaver have all made 

the case that messages only have value when they are received and understood by their audience. 

Audience is a term that resonates with me, because it is broad enough to cover the scope of an 

instructional designer’s work. While I fully intend to create learner-centered designs, I am also 

aware that the process of creating and implementing these designs will include many different 

stakeholders. So, when an organization has a need for internal/external communication, I am able 

to take the perspective of different audience groups and consider how the intended message will 

be understood – whether it’s providing customer service, using social media to communicate, 

collaborating with a team, or creating instructional documents for those I manage. For instance, I 

frequently use my desktop publishing skills to create promotional materials for my current 

department. While they are all consistent with brand guidelines, end products and content vary 

because of differences regarding how the materials will be used, who they are trying to reach, 

and what the recipient’s call to action is. However, this ability did not magically appear. I have 

learned from many small failures, such as assuming everyone is on the page instead of 

summarizing, skipping steps in instructions I incorrectly considered obvious, using jargon that 

had different connotations to my target audience, and running with a concept without stopping to 

evaluate the overall product. Ultimately, every failure and every success adds to my knowledge 

and provides an opportunity to holistically improve future efforts. 

When considering this communications-based background along with my values, I knew 

my instructional design focus within human performance improvement must be centered on 

message design. From my perspective, message design encompasses holistic planning, iterative 

processes, intentional organization, and is audience/learner focused. The general appearance of 
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instructional materials frequently affects learning more than individual presentation components 

(Richey, Klein, and Tracey, 2001). In fact, Richey, Klein, and Tracey (2001) explain, “the 

[conceptual] structure of instructional materials can also have physical elements that aid 

perception and then in turn memory” (p. 59). I want to use my message design and desktop 

publishing skills to enhance instructional designs for audiences in the field of human 

performance improvement. The next section addresses personal and professional steps I plan to 

take in order to achieve this goal. 

Professional Development 

In order to better position myself in the job market, I intend to work on my professional 

development through multiple contexts. In my current job, I am going to make a conscious effort 

to evaluate results and document the impact of projects. In my degree program, I am going to 

take a practicum course that will afford me the opportunity to work in a collaborative team to 

create online learning for a real-world client. I also have three personal challenges I aim to 

accomplish. First, I want to start networking with instructional designers outside of my academic 

program. Second, I want to be part of designing and facilitating an instructor-led, in-person 

training. Finally, I want to become adept at creating interactive media with authoring tools. I 

remember the first time I viewed a peer’s screen while she showed the back end of an interactive 

tutorial she created. It immediately sparked an awareness of possibilities I previously thought 

were beyond my capacity. Now, it is one of the challenges I want to accomplish in order to foster 

my professional goal – to become an audience-focused instructional designer in the field of 

human performance improvement, framed by extensive communication skills in message design 

and desktop publishing. 
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